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Elastic strain and defects are important key words for controlling structure and properties in films. While
epitaxial strain and misfit dislocations have been discussed in conventional films, the evolution of strain and
defect can be significantly varied by nanocomposite strain and complicated defects in oxides. In the present study,
long stacking faults with a spacing of 5–30 nm and a length of >500 nm were self-organized by ex situ annealing
highly strained nanocomposite films of YBa2Cu3O7–δ (YBCO) + BaMO3 (M = Hf, Sn). It is surprising that the
nonlocal nature of stacking faults, namely, the structural correlation over >500 nm, was observed in spite of the
local configuration of the nanocomposite interface. This kind of structural variation was not observed in the
pure YBCO film without nanorods, even when the same annealing was performed. A strain energy analysis
showed that the stacking fault formation led to the strain energy minimum by reducing the nanocomposite strain.
The layered structure of YBCO stacking faults and the large nanocomposite strain realized the present nonlocal
self-organization, which is not observed in the conventional systems with epitaxial strain and misfit dislocations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.3.013403
I. INTRODUCTION
Strain has a significant influence on various properties of
materials, and strain control is a very important topic for
controlling functions of materials. Films including epitaxial,
multilayer, and nanocomposite films are a very important
system in strain engineering, since an interface fraction is
large compared with a bulk system. Semiconducting epitaxial
films are one of the most widely studied systems on this topic
[1,2]. When a thin epitaxial film is deposited on a substrate,
homogeneous elastic strain due to a lattice mismatch between
substrate and film is accommodated in the film. If the thick-
ness of a strained layer becomes large, misfit dislocations are
formed to reduce the elastic strain energy [3]. Thus, compe-
tition between the elastic strain and the formation of misfit
dislocations determines the film structure in semiconducting
epitaxial films, and a desired strain situation is obtained by
controlling this competition.
Oxide films are another important system of strain control
since properties in oxides are significantly affected by strain
[4,5]. The competition of elastic strain and misfit dislocations
dominates the film structure also in oxide epitaxial films, as in
the semiconducting epitaxial films. However, a characteristic
structural nature is obtained in complex oxides: nanocom-
posite structure with high-density vertical interfaces [6] and
complicated defects due to multiple components and complex
crystalline structure. The elastic strain can be controlled using
high-density vertical interfaces in the nanocomposite films.
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Elastic strain coupling at the interface between ferromag-
netic and ferroelectric materials has realized multiferroics
in CoFe2O4 + BaTiO3 [7]; ferroelectric Curie temperature
has been increased by elastic strain in the BaTiO3 + Sm2O3
nanocomposite films [8]; and by analyzing structure, vertical
strain control has been demonstrated in oxide in the nanocom-
posite films of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 + ZnO and BiFeO3 + Sm2O3
[9]. The elastic strain and misfit dislocation spacing along the
vertical interface are determined by the strain energy mini-
mization in the YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) + BaZrO3 (BZO) films
as is discussed in semiconducting epitaxial films [10]. On the
other hand, the multiple components and complex crystalline
structure in complex oxides make defect structures of stacking
faults [11,12], antiphase boundaries [13], and Ruddlesden-
Popper defects [14], etc., complicated. An interaction of
nanoparticles and twin boundaries has been reported in YBCO
films [15]. These suggest that a characteristic situation of
elastic strain and defects is realized in complex oxides if the
nanocomposite strain and the complicated defects dominate
the structural evolution.
In the present study, we demonstrate nonlocal self-
organization resulting from the nanocomposite strain and
complicated defects. To observe this, we selected the
YBCO + BaMO3(M = Hf, Sn; BMO) nanocomposite films
with stacking faults for the following reasons: Large
nanocomposite strain is achieved in the YBCO + BMO; the
stacking faults in YBCO films are perpendicular to the
nanocomposite interface, suggesting that the stacking fault
formation is strongly affected by the vertical nanocomposite
strain. The main result in the present study is the successful
self-organization of long stacking faults, which is presented
in Sec. III A. The mechanism of this self-organization will be
clarified based on stacking fault energy (Sec. III B), elastic
strain (Sec. III C), and interface structure (Sec. III D).
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
AND CALCULATION DETAILS
A. Sample preparation
Pure YBCO, YBCO + BaSnO3(BSO), and YBCO +
BaHfO3 (BHO) films were prepared on SrTiO3 (STO) (100)
single-crystalline substrates using pulsed laser deposition
(PLD), where pure YBCO target, mixed YBCO + BHO (4.7
vol %), and mixed YBCO + BSO (2.7 vol %) targets were
ablated. The thickness was 150–210 nm for the YBCO +
BaMO3(M = Hf, Sn) and 250 nm for the pure YBCO. After
the deposition, the YBCO films were cooled down to 200 °C
in ∼30 min under an oxygen pressure of 5.5 × 104 Pa to
oxidize the films. Properties of the films have been reported
previously [16]. Some samples were ex situ annealed under
oxygen flow at 450 °C for 1.5 h in a tube furnace, and cooled
down to 300 °C to remove the samples from the furnace.
B. Structural evaluation
The microstructures of the specimens were characterized
using a JEOL JEM-ARM200F scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) operating at 200 kV with a CEOS aber-
ration corrector for the probe-forming lens and a cold-field
emission gun. We set the beam convergence to be ∼23 mrad in
the semiangle. The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)–
STEM images were acquired with the collection semiangle of
68–175 mrad. On the other hand, the cross-sectional bright-
field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
taken by JEOL JEM-3000F device operating at 300 kV.
A 2θ -ω scan and reciprocal space mapping (RSM) were
performed in x-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα radi-
ation (λ = 1.5418 Å). From the peaks in RSM, the lat-
tice parameters were obtained: aBMO// = aSTO/|H |, aBMO⊥ =
aSTO/(L/3), aYBCO = aSTO/|H |, and cYBCO = aSTO/(L/8).
C. DFT calculation
A density functional theory (DFT) calculation was
performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP). The spin-polarized calculation for an O2 molecule
and the nonmagnetic calculation for the other systems were
performed using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with an energy cutoff of 520 eV. The structure
was relaxed until the force on the atoms became less
than 0.02 eV/atom. To analyze the stacking fault energy
(εSF), we calculated a total energy for five systems:
YBCO with stacking faults (n-YBCO/CuO/n-YBCO/CuO:
Y2nBa4nCu6n+2O14n+2); YBCO with Cu-deficient stacking
faults (YBCO/Cu1–xO/YBCO/Cu1–xO: Y2Ba4Cu8–xO16);
Cu deficient YBCO; (CuO)2; O2. Since the εSF for x = 0
did not so significantly depend on the stacking fault
spacing (YBCO thickness between stacking faults), the
εSF was calculated for the YBCO/Cu1−xO/YBCO/Cu1−xO
structure (n = 1). An x dependence of εSF was
calculated in the YBCO/Cu1–xO/YBCO/Cu1–xO for
A = 4 (2a × 2b × c supercells) and x = 0–1/2 with
4 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k points. Here, A and x
are the supercell size and the concentration of Cu
deficiency in CuO chains, respectively. Assuming that
the concentration of Cu deficiency was small, the lattice
parameters of the YBCO with stacking faults were fixed
at a = 3.90 Å, b = 3.90 Å, and c = 27.63 Å, which
were obtained for the Y2Ba4Cu8O16(A = 1, x = 0).
For Cu deficient YBCO, a total energy was calculated
for 2a × 2b × c (y = 1/4 : Y4Ba8Cu11O28) and
3a × 3b × c(y = 1/9 : Y9Ba18Cu26O63) supercells with
4 × 4 × 1 and 3 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k points,
respectively. Here, lattice parameters were fixed at those for
the YBa2Cu3O7, and only the atomic position was relaxed.
III. RESULTS
A. Self-organization of long stacking faults
Bright-field TEM images of the YBCO + BSO and
YBCO + BHO films are shown in Fig. 1 to discuss the
influence of annealing on a structure. Nanorods are elongated
through the thickness of the film regardless of annealing, and
the diameter and spacing are 10 and 40 nm for the YBCO +
BSO and 7 and 20 nm for the YBCO + BHO. Long stacking
faults were observed only in the annealed films, indicating that
the ex situ annealing formed the stacking faults. A spacing
of the long stacking faults along the c axis is 10–30 nm
for the YBCO + BSO and 5–15 nm for the YBCO + BHO.
This corresponds to the nonlocal self-organization, which is
not observed in the conventional semiconducting films with
epitaxial strain and misfit dislocations. It is surprising that
the nonlocal nature of stacking faults, namely, the structural
correlation over >500 nm, is observed in spite of the local
configuration of the nanorod interface. The no-anneal films
may contain “short” stacking faults which do not spread
FIG. 1. Bright-field TEM images of (a) the no-anneal YBCO +
BSO, (b) the annealed YBCO + BSO, (c) the no-anneal YBCO +
BHO, and (d) the annealed YBCO + BHO films. The post–ex situ
annealing formed the stacking faults in (b,d).
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FIG. 2. Bright-field TEM image of the annealed pure YBCO film.
across several nanorods as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), but
the length of stacking faults is significantly different between
the no-anneal and annealed films. On the other hand, a TEM
image of annealed pure YBCO film is shown in Fig. 2. The
annealed pure YBCO film did not contain the stacking faults
even when similar annealing was performed. The structural
difference between the pure YBCO and YBCO + BMO films
indicates that the nanorods significantly affected the defect
formation in the YBCO + BMO films.
Figure 3(a) shows a HAADF-STEM image of the YBCO
matrix in the annealed YBCO + BHO film to discuss the
structure of the stacking faults at the atomic scale. The
stacking structure of Y/CuO2/BaO/CuO/BaO/CuO2 is ob-
served along the c axis, showing the YBCO structure in
the film matrix. Additional CuO chains were inserted be-
tween the BaO plane and CuO chain, and the atomic
planes shifted by 1/2 unit cell along the CuO chains
(b axis), indicating the YBa2Cu4O8-type stacking faults. The
same type (YBa2Cu4O8-type) stacking faults were observed
also in the YBCO films prepared using the metal organic
deposition (MOD) method [17]. A dark contrast suggests the
Cu deficiencies in the stacking faults in Fig. 3(a). Similar Cu
deficiencies in the YBa2Cu4O8-type stacking faults have been
observed in the MOD YBCO films by Gazquez et al. [18].
These show that the stacking faults comprising of the Cu1–xO
chains were self-organized in the nanocomposite.
B. Formation energy of stacking fault in the self-organization
Because the formation of the stacking faults requires ad-
ditional Cu1–xO chains to YBCO, the mass conservation of
Cu and O atoms should be considered. As for O atoms, the
annealing under similar conditions significantly varies critical
temperature, showing that O atoms are sufficiently supplied
during the annealing [19]. As for the mass conservation of
Cu, two Cu sources are considered in the present analysis.
The Cu atoms are supplied to the stacking faults from (1)
CuO precipitate in the no-anneal film, and (2) Cu vacancy
formation in the YBCO matrix. A missing CuO layer in the
FIG. 3. HAADF-STEM image of the annealed YBCO +
BHO(4.7) film. Enlarged views of the CuO-deficient layer (top right)
and the YBa2Cu4O8-type stacking faults (bottom right) are also
shown. (b) The calculation model for Cu-deficient stacking fault
[supercell size (A) = 4; concentration of Cu deficiencies (x ) = 2/8;
stacking fault spacing = 1 unit cell YBCO]. (c) Stacking fault energy
[εSF for reactions (1a) and (2a)] as a function of the concentration of
Cu deficiency in stacking fault.
YBCO matrix is observed in Fig. 2(a), suggesting that the
reaction (2a) occurred at least in the region of Fig. 3(a). To dis-
cuss the stacking fault formation, a stacking fault energy [εSF
(eV/unit cell), where unit cell = aYBCObYBCO] was calculated
using the DFT calculation considering two kinds of reactions.
The calculation model of YBCO containing stacking faults
(Y2Ba4Cu6+2(1–x)O16), namely the “product,” is shown in
Fig. 3(b), and the “reactant” (Cu source) is different between
the following reactions.
First, the Cu supply from CuO precipitates is considered.
The CuO precipitates supply the Cu atoms to form the Cu1–xO
chains in the following reaction:
2AYBa2Cu3O7 + 2A(1 − x)CuO + AxO2 → AY2Ba4Cu6+2(1−x)O16, (1a)
E(1a) = E[A(Y2Ba4Cu6+2(1−x)O16)] − 2AE[YBa2Cu3O7] − A(1 − x)E[2(CuO)] − AxE[O2], (1b)
εSF = E(1a)/2A. (1c)
E(1a) denotes an energy variation in reaction (1a). The A(Y2Ba4Cu6+2(1–x)O16) contains stacking faults with an area of
2AaYBCObYBCO, where aYBCO and bYBCO denote the a-axis length and b-axis length of YBCO. Here, A = 4(2 × 2 × 1 supercells)
in the DFT calculation.
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Second, the Cu supply by forming Cu vacancies in matrix is considered. The Cu atoms are supplied by forming the Cu
deficiencies in YBCO matrix in the following reaction:
2AYBa2Cu3O7 + 2A(1 − x)/yYBa2Cu3O7 + AO2 → AY2Ba4Cu6+2(1−x)O16 + 2A(1 − x)/yYBa2Cu2+(1−y)O7, (2a)
E(2a) = E[A(Y2Ba4Cu6+2(1−x)O16)] + 2A(1 − x)[1/yYBa2Cu2+(1−y)O7]
− 2AE[YBa2Cu3O7] − 2A(1 − x)/yE[YBa2Cu3O7] − AE[O2], (2b)
εSF = E(2a)/2A. (2c)
In the DFT calculation, A = 4(2 × 2 × 1 supercells), and
y = 1/9(3 × 3 × 1 supercells) or 1/4(2 × 2 × 1 supercells).
Figure 3(c) shows a dependence of εSF on the Cu-
deficiency concentration (x) for reactions (1a) and (2a). It
is reasonable that the εSF increases with increase in the Cu
deficiency because the stoichiometric YBa2Cu4O8 phase is
the most stable. From the DFT calculation, the εSF was
estimated to be −0.3 to 0.6 eV/unit cell depending on the
Cu source.
C. Reduction of elastic strain in the self-organization
Figure 4(a) shows 2θ -ω scan results in XRD in the no-
anneal and annealed YBCO + BHO films. The STO(200),
YBCO(005), and BHO(200) peaks are observed regardless of
annealing. The ex situ annealing shifted the BHO(200) peak
to low 2θ , and broadened the peak width of the BHO(200)
and YBCO(005). Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show a RSM result
in the no-anneal and annealed YBCO + BHO(4.7) films. In
addition to the substrate peak of STO(103), YBCO(108)
and BHO(103) peaks are observed in both the no-anneal
and annealed films. The peak shift and peak broadening are
also observed for the YBCO(108) and BHO(103) peaks. The
broadening of the YBCO peak originated from the stacking
faults which were observed in the TEM, and the peak shift
suggests that the stacking fault formation strongly affected the
elastic strain in the films. Figures 4(d) and 4(e) show the lattice
parameters in the annealed YBCO + BHO(4.7) film, which
are compared with those in the no-anneal YBCO + BHO
films. The ex situ annealing, namely, the self-organization
of stacking fault, decreased the elastic strain along the c
axis. Similar peak shift and peak broadening by the ex situ
annealing were observed also in the YBCO + BSO films (see
Supplemental Material [21]).Thus, the peak broadening and
shift in XRD demonstrate that the annealing varied the elastic
strain and the stacking faults were formed.
D. Dislocation formation at interface in the self-organization
Figure 5 shows a HAADF-STEM image and geometric
phase analysis (GPA) for the YBCO/BHO interface in the
annealed YBCO + BHO(4.7) film to discuss the influence
of strain on stacking fault formation at the atomic scale.
Three stacking faults indicated by arrows are observed in
the HAADF and GPA images. An inhomogeneous εxx is
observed in the BHO nanorods due to defect formation
caused by the atomic plane shift during the stacking fault
formation. Dislocations are observed at the nanorod/matrix
interface, and the spacing of dislocations is ∼2.5 nm, which is
FIG. 4. (a) 2θ -ω scan results in the no-anneal and annealed
YBCO + BHO(4.7) films. RSM results of the (b) no-anneal and
(c) annealed YBCO + BHO(4.7) films. The reciprocal lattice unit
(r.l.u) is defined with respect to the lattice parameter of STO (aSTO =
3.905Å). BHO-content dependence of lattice parameters [(d) BHO,
(e) YBCO] in the no-anneal and annealed YBCO + BHO films.
Solid and open symbols denote the lattice parameters in the no-
anneal and annealed film, respectively. The lines show the lattice
parameters determined by elastic strain, which was calculated using
the finite element method elastic calculation in [10,20]. r = 1.9 was
obtained from the analysis.
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FIG. 5. (a) HAADF-STEM and GPA for (b) εxx and (c) εzz in the annealed YBCO + BHO(4.7) film. Dashed lines show the YBCO/BHO
interface. Three stacking faults are observed as indicated by arrows in (a).
smaller than that of stacking faults and the previously ob-
served dislocation spacing in the YBCO + BZO [10]. This
shows that two types of dislocations exist at the interface: (1)
the misfit dislocations remaining from the no-anneal film; (2)
the dislocations accompanying in the stacking fault formation.
IV. DISCUSSION
Section III showed that the self-organization was domi-
nated by (1) elastic strain, (2) stacking faults, and (3) accom-
panying dislocations. Before strain energy analysis, the cor-
relation between these factors should be discussed; namely,
the magnitude of the elastic strain and the density of the
accompanying dislocation should be described by the density
of the stacking fault. When a stacking fault intersects the
nanorod interface, a dislocation loop is formed, showing that
densities of the accompanying dislocation and stacking fault
are the same. A relationship between the magnitude of the
elastic strain and the stacking fault density is discussed in
Sec. IV A. After that, the minimization of strain energy is
discussed in Sec. IV B to understand the mechanism of self-
organization.
A. Influence of stacking fault on elastic strain
Figure 4 suggests that the elastic strain in the no-anneal
films was reduced by the stacking faults, showing their strong
correlation in the self-organization. Here, the elastic strain
reduced by the stacking fault formation is estimated. When
stacking faults with a vertical spacing of h are formed,
the number of atomic planes between the stacking faults is
increased from 6h/cYBCO to 6h/cYBCO + 1. Therefore, the
mismatch component reduced by the stacking fault (fSF) is
given by
fSF = 6h/cYBCO + 1 − 6h/cYBCO6h/cYBCO =
cYBCO
6h
. (3)
Here, felastic (no anneal) and felastic (anneal) denote elastic
components of mismatch before annealing and that after
annealing (stacking fault formation), and they have a relation-
ship of felastic(no anneal) = felastic(anneal) + fSF.
B. Analysis of energy regarding the self-organization
The strain energy regarding the self-organization is ana-
lyzed for the three important factors of (1) elastic strain, (2)
stacking faults, and (3) accompanying dislocations, which are
illustrated in Fig. 6(a). A region of energy analysis with a
volume of s × s (square lattice) × t (thickness) contains one
nanorod with a diameter of d, which is also schematically
illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Here, s is equal to the spacing of
nanorods, since the square lattice of s × s corresponds to the
region occupied by one nanorod.
1. Elastic strain energy
An elastic strain energy after the stacking fault formation
is given by
Eelastic = 12Ematrixεzz,matrix
2
(
s2 − πd
2
4
)
t
+ 1
2
Enanorodεzz,nanorod
2
(
πd2
4
)
t
= 1
2
Ematrix
[
εzz,matrix(no anneal)
felastic(no anneal)
felastic(anneal)
]2
×
(
s2 − πd
2
4
)
t + 1
2
Enanorod
×
[
εzz,nanorod(no anneal)
felastic(no anneal)
felastic(anneal)
]2(
πd2
4
)
t.
(4)
Ematrix(=185 GPa), Enanorod, εzz,matrix, εzz,nanorod, s, d, and
t are a Young’s modulus of YBCO, a Young’s modulus of
BMO, an out-of-plane elastic strain of YBCO, an out-of-
plane elastic strain of BMO, a nanorod spacing, a nanorod
diameter, and a film thickness. Here, we assume Enanorod =
EBHO ∼ EBZO = 240 GPa. felastic(no anneal) = 0.027 was
obtained from the analysis using the finite element method
and XRD [10]. εzz,matrix(no anneal)/felastic(no anneal) and
εzz,nanorod(no anneal)/felastic(no anneal) were obtained from
the lattice parameter, c, in the no-anneal films using the
method discussed in [10].
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic illustration of the important structural factors to determine the present film structure. Energy of dislocations, stacking
faults, and elastic strain as a function of the elastic component in mismatch, felastic for (b) the YBCO + BSO and (c) the YBCO + BHO.
2. Stacking fault energy
According to Eq. (3), stacking fault spacing (h) is given
by h = cYBCO/(6fSF). A stacking fault energy (ESF) for the
stacking faults with a spacing of h is given by
ESF = εSF s
2
aYBCObYBCO
t
h
= εSF s
2
aYBCObYBCO
6fSF
cYBCO
t
= εSF s
2
aYBCObYBCO
× 6[felastic(no anneal) − felastic(anneal)]
cYBCO
t. (5)
3. Dislocation energy
The misfit dislocations have already existed in the no-
anneal films due to mismatch between YBCO and BMO [10].
However, because it is considered that the misfit dislocations
remaining from the no-anneal films are not affected by the
annealing, they are excluded from the present energy analysis.
The dislocation energy (Edis) for the accompanying disloca-
tions is given by
Edis = μ|b|
2
4π (1 − ν) ln
(
R
|b|
)
×πdt 6[felastic(no anneal) − felastic(anneal)]
cYBCO
, (6)
where μ = E/2(1 + ν), R = (s/2 + d/2)/2, b is the Burgers
vector, and ν is the Poisson ratio. Here, the density of disloca-
tion is the same as that of the stacking fault.
Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show Etotal(=Eelastic + ESF + Edis),
Eelastic, ESF, and Edis as a function of felastic(anneal)
for the YBCO + BSO and the YBCO + BHO. Here,
|b| = cYBCO/6 = 0.19 nm and felastic(no anneal) = 0.027. For
εSF = −0.02 eV/u.c. (unit cell), d = 7 nm, and s = 21 nm
[the parameters of the YBCO + BHO(4.7)], the energy is
minimized at felastic(anneal) = 0.01. Similarly, for εSF =
0.02 eV/u.c., d = 11 nm and s = 43 nm [the parameters
of the YBCO + BSO(2.7)], the energy is minimized at
felastic(anneal) = 0.021. It follows that h = cYBCO/(6fSF) =
11 nm for the parameters of the YBCO + BHO(4.7), and h =
cYBCO/(6fSF) = 32 nm for the parameters of the YBCO +
BSO(2.7) (analysis of hSF with varying the parameters is
shown in the Supplemental Material [21]). The h values
obtained in the energy analysis are consistent with the average
spacing of stacking faults observed in the TEM.
The εSF values are discussed to confirm the validity of the
present analysis. From the DFT calculation [Fig. 3(c)], we
confirm that the εSF is in a reasonable range. The εSF for
YBCO + BHO(4.7) was smaller than that for the YBCO +
BSO(2.7). This is reasonable because the matrix structure and
composition are degraded with increasing the BMO content.
Furthermore, according to Fig. 3(c), the εSF strongly depends
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on the Cu source, and compositional dispersion in films varied
the εSF very sensitively, resulting in the variable spacing
of stacking faults as observed in Fig. 1. Thus, the validity
of the present energy analysis was confirmed. The present
analysis demonstrates that the layered stacking fault structure
in YBCO and nanocomposite strain have a dominant role in
the present self-organization.
C. Temperature and oxygen pressure dependence
of stacking fault formation
While the stacking faults were not formed during PLD,
they were formed by the post–ex situ annealing. The reason for
this is discussed in this section. According to a phase diagram
of Y-Ba-Cu-O, the YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) phase is more stable
in high temperatures and low oxygen pressures, whereas the
YBa2Cu4O8 phase is more stable in low temperatures and
high oxygen pressures [22]. Thus, the thermodynamic stabil-
ity of stacking faults depends on temperature and oxygen pres-
sure. The DFT gives the internal energy at 0 K, and the DFT
is sufficient for “rough estimation” of εSF for the confirmation
of validity in the present energy analysis. However, the Gibbs
free energy analysis for εSF is needed in more quantitative
analysis, and the phase diagram suggests that εSF(x = 0) < 0
for T < ∼750 ◦C and εSF(x = 0) > 0 for T > ∼750 ◦C at
atmospheric pressure. Thus, if we consider the temperature
and oxygen pressure dependences of εSF, we can explain
that the stacking faults were formed at the ex situ annealing
condition (low temperature and high oxygen pressure), not
during PLD (high temperature and low oxygen pressure).
V. SUMMARY
The highly strained YBCO + BMO nanocomposite films
were ex situ annealed to observe the self-organization of
the long stacking faults with a spacing of 5–30 nm and
a length of >500 nm. The TEM clarified that the stacking
faults consisted of Cu1–xO chains. The XRD demonstrated
that the c-axis length, namely, elastic strain, was reduced
by the stacking fault formation. The strain energy analysis
considering elastic strain, stacking faults, and accompanying
dislocations clarified that the self-organization minimized the
strain energy. Thus, the nonlocal nature of the present self-
organization originated from the layered structure of YBCO
stacking faults, and the large nanocomposite strain. The com-
bination of nanocomposite strain and complicated defects
in complex oxides can realize the nonlocal self-organization
which is not observed in the conventional semiconducting
films with epitaxial strain and misfit dislocations.
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